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AssrRAcr

This note reports the first occurrence ofa Se-bearing variety ofkirkiite, a rare lead - bismuth - arsenic sulfosalt, from the

deepest part of fumarole F I I , La Fossa crater, island of Vulcano, Italy. Small crystals of sphalerite and aggregates of cannizzarite

occur sporadically on the kirkiite crystals. Optical propenies, X-ray powder-diffraction data and the results of electron-micro-
probe analyses are compared with those ofkirkiite from type locality as well as of phase A, the synthetic analogue. An electron-

microdiffraction study revealed the presence ofthree structural varieties ofkirkiite. The Se content ranges ftom 0.73 to l.l6wt%o.

As and Bi concentrations vary from6.49to7.98wt%a atdftoml4.32to 76.84\\47o, respectively. The composition field of kirkiite

ftom Vulcano can be described by the formulaPbl6(As6-,Bi")s(S1e"Sg)>rs, where 2.3 3x32.8 and 0.3 <y < 0.5, which is close

to the ideal formula Pbro(As,Bi)e(S,Se)1e. KirKite and its associated minerals at Vulcano crystal'lized at a high fi:gacity of sulfur

and a high temperatffe (470'C, direct measurements). This temperature is in agreement with that known for the synthetic a::a-

logue, stable at 4(noc .

Keyvords: kirkiite, cannizzarite, Pb-Bi-As sulfosalts, Pb-Bi sulfosalts, fumarolic incrustations, Vulcano Island, Italy.

SoMr4erne

Nous d&rivons pour la premidre fois un exemple d'une vari6t6 s6l6niJBre de kirkiite, sulfosel rare de plomb, bismuth et

arsenic, provenant de Ia partie la plus profonde de la fumerolle F1 1 du craGre [a Fossa, lle de Vulcano, en Italie. On trouve aussi

de fagon sporadique des petits cristaux de sphaldrite et des agdgats 6s sannizzarite sur les cristaux de kirkiite. l,es propri6t6s

optiques, les donn6es de diffraction X et les r6sultats d'analyses tr la microsonde 6lectronique sont compards avec ceux de la

kirkiite de Ia tocalit6 type et de la phase A, 6quivalent synth6tique. Une 6tude par microdiffraction des 61ectrons a r6v6l€ la
pr6sence de trois variantes structurales de la kirkiite. l-es teneurs en Se vont de 0.73 I l.76%o en poids. Les teneurs en As ald Bi

varient de 6.49 d 7.98Vo etde 14.32dl6.MVa,respectivement. L'intervalle de compositions de la kirkiite de Vulcano r6pond d la

formule Pbl0(AsG,Birb6(S1e-f9bre, dans laquelle 2.3 < x 3 2.8 et 0.3 3 y < 0.5, ce qui se rapproche de la formule id6ale,

Pbro(As,Bi)o(S,Se)1e. La kirkiite dt les phases associ6es ont cristallis6 l une fugacit6 6lev6e du soufre et a une temp6ratue 61ev6e
(470'C, mesures directes). Cette temp€rature concorde bien avec le fait que l'6.quivalent synth6tique est stable d 400"C .

(Iraduit par la Rddaction)

Mox-cl4s: kirkiite, cannizzarite, sulfosels de Pb-Bi-As, sulfosels de Pb-Bi, incrustations fumerolliennes, lle de Vulcalo, Italie.

I E-mail aldress vurro @lgxserver.uniba.it
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InrnopucnoN

Kirkiite, the first representative of As-Bi sulfosalts,
was first discovered at the Aghios Philippos lead-ztnc
deposit near Kirki, in Greece, by Mo0lo et al. (1985).
Aa ideal formula PblsBi3A$S1e was proposed by con-
sidering an ordered distribution of Bi and As atoms in
it. The exact structure of kirkiite has remained unknown
until now, but on the basis of is structural resemblance
to jordanite, Pbls(As,Sb)6S3, ir was classified with the
jordanite homologous series. The a and c dimensions of
the pseudolrexagonal cell were detennined to be 8.69
and 26.06 A, respectively. Mo6lo et al. (1985) consid-
ered kirKite as the natural analogue of phase A (Walia
& Chang 1973).

In the Greek deposit, kirkiite is associated with
cosalite, bismuthinite, Bi-bearing jordanite (up to
4.6wt%o Bi), galena and seligmannite, ir a matrix of
sphalerite and pyrite. Epitactic growth of jordanite
grains around kkkiite crystals was documented. Later,
kirkiite with a very high Sb contenr [Sb/Bi (atomic;
>1.01 was found in the same deposit, and the new

mineral species l6vyclaudite, PbsSnTCu3@i,SblS26, a
member of cylindrite series, was established in the as-
sociation (Modlo et al. l99O).

In this paper, we report the first occurrence of
Se-bearing kirkiite. The mineral was collected from
fumaroles at Vulcano, Aeolian Islands, Italy. It is the
lrst As-Bi-bearing mineral to be found in fumaroles.

OccL'nneNCE

The island of Vulcano (Frg. t) lies off the northern
coast of Sicily. kesently fumarolic activity is mainly
located at La Fossa crater. Keller (1980) and Frazzetta
et al. (1983) provided details ofthe geological setting.
A description of the fumaroles and of the mineralogy of
the area was given by Garavelli (1994) andGaravelli et
al. (1997).

It has been noted that sulfosalts and sulfides
appeared only during thermal anomalies, when the !em-
perature of fumaroles increased up to 400'C. The frst
took place n 1923-1927, and only one sulfosalt min-
eral, cannizzarite, was discovered (Zambonr.nu et aI.

La Fossa Crater
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Ftc. 1. Location of the La Fossa crater fumaroles and samplinq sites at Vulcano.
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1925),1-,ater, in museum sqmples of "cannizzarite", five
minerals belonging to the Pb-Bi-S(Se) system were
identified (Mozgova et al. 1985).In 1990, sulfides and
sulfosalts appeared again around the hottest fumaroles
FA and FF (Frg. 1), located inside the craler, for which
a temperature of 595' and 607oC, respectively, was
measured. The deposition of these phases was continu-
ous since 1990 up to 1996. Beginning in June 1993,
owing to the temperature increase, sulfides and sulfo-
salts appeared also on the crater rim, around the F5AT
and Fll fumarolic vents. As in the period 1923-1927,
the minerals of the system Pb-Bi-S(Se) (Table 1) occur
as minute crystals covering rock surfaces from the deep-
est part of the hottest fumaroles CI > 400'C).

TABLB I. PIJBLISHBD DATA ON INAIATATION MINERAIJ EEI'NGING TO
THE Pb-Bi-S SYSTEI'I @LITCTED AROIJND HIGITEMPERATIJRE

FTJMAROIFS AT VTJI,CANO.

Fonrulae Refefences
Galm

"Goongarirc'
Liltianit€
Bursait4
Cosalite

Cannizrirc
Galmobisutite

Bismnhinite

Refsenccs :
l. Mozgova et al. (1985); 2. Garavelli (1994), Garavelli 4 al. (1997).

Geochemical investigations showed the particular
abundance of selenium and arsenic among the products
from the La Fossa crater fumarolic area (Garavellt et al.
1997). Selenium was established in sulfosalts as a
substituent for sulfur (Mozgovaet al. 1985, Garavelli er
al. 1993); As-S{l compounds were the predominant
solid phases containing arsenic identifisd 4s sullimafes
sn fts innff part of silica tubes inserted as deep as pos-
sible into the fumarolic vents (Garavelli et al. 1997).
On the ground, arsenic was identified only as an amor-
phous phase containing sulfur as well (Garavelli 1958).

ths samples investigated in this work were collected
n 1993 from the deepest part of fumarole Fl1, where
there was a very little interaction between fumarolic flu-
ids and atrnosphere. The sampling temperature, meas-
ured by means of a thermocouple manually inserted into
the fumarolic vent, was about 470oC. The chemical
composition of fluids discharged ftom fumarole Fl 1 in
the same period of kirkiite sampling is given in Table 2.

MoRpnolocy AND AssocrATroN oF THE Ifurure
Cnysrers

Kirkiite was found in the sample (7 x 10 cm) con-
sisting of brecciated altered rock covered by a thin crust
of sulfosalt aggregates characterized by a metallic luster.
The crust predominantly consists of kirkiite aggregates
in places covered in turn by flakes of cannizzarite, These

FTJMAROLE FI I DURING TI|B SAMPLING OF KIRKtrIB 
.

13.06.93 4A 8187@ 230 106|a 2154 '47a
16.09.q'

'Data 
re qpmsed in,ranoyrcl (Cbiodini et al. 1996)

minerals differ slightly in color: kirkiite is steel grey
(resembles arsenopyrite), in some cases covered by a
blue film, whereas cantizzaite is bluish lead grey
(resembles molybdenite).

Under the scanning microscope (CamScan 4DV), the
individual crystals are characterized by short pseudo-
hexagonal prisms measuring up to 100 pm in length and
in width Fig. 2a). The basal face of the crystals is usu-
ally even, but the others have stepped surfaces. In fact,
the prismatic crystals seem to be formed of parallel lay-
ers of hexagonal plateles (Fig. 2b). Small tetrahedral
crystals of sphalerite occur sporadically on the kirkiite

Frc. 2. The crystals of kirkiite. a. General view of the coating
of kirkiite crystals on aggregates of Si- rich phases. b.
Pseudohexagonal short-prisrnatic crystals of kirkiite (de-
tail of lower part ofFig. 2a). CamScan 4DV ssanning elec-
tron microscoDe. Scale bar: 30 um in each case.

Pbs
PbroBi:sre
PbeBizSc
PbBi4Su
Pb2Bi2St

PbrBir"Srrsr.*
PbBizSr

Bi,s!

1
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l-2
2
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t-2
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Frc. 3. Crystals of kkkiite wirh sporadic small crystals of
sphalerite on their surface. CamScan 4p\r ssanning elec-
fon microscope. Scale bar: 30 trtm.

prisms @ig. 3). Very striking aggregates of cannizzarite
"leaves'o locally grow on the kkKite crystals (Fig. 4).

In polished sections, pseudohexagonal sections of
crystals of kirkiite are displayed; they are partially
rimmed by a thin layer and blebs of sphalerite (Fig. 5).
Very thil thread-like cannizzarite (cross-sections ofthe
leaves) grow on kirkiite crystals @gs. 5, 6).

Oprrcar Pnopenrus elp MtcnouanoNpss

Under reflected light, kirkiite is light grey. The
bireflecrance is very weako and noticeable only on the
contacts of differently oriented grains. Reflection pleo-
chroism is absent. Anisotropy is strong, but without
color effect. Very fine polysynthetic rwins, invariably

Flc. 4. Aggregates ofcannizzrrite leaves on crystals ofkirkiite.
CamScan {!V ssanning microscope. Scale bar: 30 pm.

observed in type kirkiite, here were seen in only one
grain. No internal reflections are present.

Reflectivity was measured in air on a randomly
oriented grain using an automatic polarization micro-
spectrophotometer unit  MSFU-3 l2L (LOMO,
Saint-Petersburg), with Si as reflectance standard and a
20 x 0.40 objective (Iable 3). The spectral curves over
the wavelength range 420-:7OO nm for both R1 arld R2,
along with previously published data for kirkiite from
the type locality, are plotted in Figure 7. The reflect-
ance curves and the bireflectance are close to those
reported by Mo0lo et al. (1985), but the values of
reflectance of kirkiite ftom Vulcano are less intense.

The microhardness of kirkiite from Vulcano is
ll7 kgmmz (ndentation-hardness tester PMT-3M with

Flc. 5. Pseudohexagonal sections of crystals of kirkiite par-
tially rimmed by sphalerite (dark gay) and cannizzalite
(threadlike cross-sections of leaves). Polished section.
Scale bar: 50 um.

FIG. 6. Aggegate of small grains of kirkiite surrounded by
gannizzarite (tbrcad-like cross-sections of leaves). Polished
section. Scale bar: 100 pm.
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580 40.r 36.0
@ 40.7 35.8
620 4.2 35.5
640 39.8 35.0
660 39.7 34.9
6EO 39.2 34.6
700 39.1 34.1

420 44.2
440 43.1
460 42.1
480 42.3
500 42.5
s20 42.0
540 4t.6
560 40.8

TABI..E 3. REFLECTANCE DATA
FOR KIRKtrTE FROM VUICANO*

M R ' R ' M R , R ,

vations Modlo et aI. l99O). The space group is P21,
conesponding to the absence ofthe 001 odd reflections.

The second type of SAED (Fig. 8d) is the same
as the first one, except for the diffuse streaks with
h = 2n + I that are parallel to c*. It can be related to
systematic disordered displacements of (100) layers
with value !a12. Such a structural variety was noted at
the type locality (Mo€lo et al. I99O) as a subcell of
kirkiite, with a' = al2 and c' = c.

The third type of SAED (Figs. 8e, f) shows R2/m,
Bm or 82 symmeby. The unit cell has a double c value,
whereas a and b are the same. The presence of the last
type can be missed with XRD because of the small pro-
portion of thess denains (such a pattern may show sup-
plementary and weak reflections compared to ordinary
crystals).

The main part of the microcrystals corresponds to
the first fwo types in the ratio approximately 1: 1.

X-ray powder-diffraction data for kirkiite from
Vulcano were obtained using an 86-mm Debye-
Scherrer camera and unfiltered Fe-radiation; the rela-
tive intensities of lines were visually estimated. The
results are given in Table 4 with the two different
refinements, for the hexagonal and monoclinic cases
(starting unit-cell values were given above) and are com-
pared to those of kirkiite from Greece Q,lIoElo et al.
1990) and of synthetic phase A (Walia & Chanel973).
The refinement results gave: a = 8.70 + 0.05 A, b = 8.70
t 0.05 A, c =25.97 + 0.1 A, ^t = 120", for space group
P63lm and a = 8.47 + 0.05 A, b = 7.84 + 0.05 A,
c =25.97 + 0.1 A, "y = 118.03" for P21lm. The compari-
son shows thatdata obtained for the material with hex-
agonal symmstry are close to those previously pub-
lished. On the other hand, the results of refinements
show the better fit between experimental and calculated
spacings for the monoclinic variant (A*oo. ( A6s1.l our
comparison has been carried out for d with the closest
values to d"^o).

38.5
37.9

5  T . J

37.0
36.9
36.4
36.1

*Stand6d: Si.
R€flec1anc€ dala are xoressed in %

a load of 5 g), which is less than the microhardness of
type-locality kirkiite (VHN1oo = 150 kg/mm2) (Moelo
et al. 1985).The observed differences in reflectance and
microhardness can be interpreted as due to differences
in chemical composition or orientation of the grains
studied.

Drrn'nacuoN Dara

A microdiffraction study was performed using an
electron microscope JEM-I00C. The results are
displayed in Figure 8. Under the elechon microscope
(Fig. 8a), kirkiite appears as elongate plafy particles
(0.5-1.5 pm). They give three different selected-area
electron-diffraction patterns (SAED). As a fust approxi-
mation, the first type (Figs. 8b, c) appears to have a
hexagonal unit-cell with a = 8.69 A, c = 26.06 A and
space group PQ22 @ig.8c) because of the absence of
001 reflections with / = 2n + I. A closer inspection of
these pictures for reflections of larger magnitude of 966
has revealed some small differences in their values. This
sample can be considered to be monoclinic, with
a  = 8 . 4 1  0 . 6  A ,  b = 7 . 8  +  0 . 6  A ,  c  =  2 6 . 0  +  0 . 1  A ,

T = 118 + lVo,'tnconcordance with the published obser-

Hc. 7. Reflectance spectra for kirkiite in air from Vulcano (Rr, RD and Aghios Philippos
(R'r and R'2, after Mo6lo et al. 1985).

1,nn
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Frc. 8. Electron-microditfraction pictures of kirKite. a. Lattice image obtained by transmission electron microscopy; the inset
shows direct image of (001) planes. b-e. Selected-area electron diffraction photographs of different modifications ofkirkiite.
b--c. Primitive strucnre with c =26 A. d. Disordered structwe. e-f. Face-centered structue with c'= 2c.
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TABLE 4. X-RIIY POWDER DIFFRACTION DATA FOR KTRKtrIE AND
SYNTHETICPHASEA

1 1 l l
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I-tr-Itr from Vutcano, I: w- wide llne'r, ( ) ' reflections fiom praltadon, '- possible
admisre of Pb-Bi-sulfosalts; n- indexed on the basis of the hexagonal enLL (P6/d;m-
indexed on the basis of the monoclllic dl (Hztlm); rv- ftom Ktrki (Mo€lo et al' 1985) ; v-

phase A (walia & Chang 1973). o = tffi ,* | 
- 

lr" l)/t, **" 
" 

is the refloction nunibcr
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Thus, the results of the diffraction study of kirkiite
from Vulcano are in agreement with the early assump- a
tion of its possible true monoclinic symmetry (MoElo er
al. 1990), and reveal the existence here of at least three 76
structural variants of the mineral.

CrBscALDare

Twelve electron-microprobe analyses were carried
out on kirkiite from Vulcano with a CAMEBAX SX-
50 elecffon microprobe under the following conditions:
voltage 20 kV, beam current 30 nA, with the following
standards (and analytical lines): PbS (PbM), pure Bi
metal @iMct), Sb2S3 (Sbl"a), AgAsS2 (Asl,o.), Cu3VSa
(SKc), and ZnSe (SeZa.). The results obtained are
shown in Table 5 in comparison with published data.

Kirkiite from Vulcano contains a rather high Se con-
tent (0.73-1.16 wt Vo), and, this serves to distinguish it
from the typeJocality 5amples. Sb was not found in our
samples. As and Bi concentrations range noticeably:
from 6.49 to 7.98 wt%o and from 14.32 to 16.84 wt%o,
respectively. The ratio AslBi varies from 1.098 to 1.557,
with a negative correlation between As and Bi contents
(r = 4.727 , p (the statistical significance) = 0.007 for
12 cases; Fig. 9). These data evidently indicate that
despite the large difference in ionic size between bismuth
and arsenic, these elements can substitute for each other
in the structure of the mineral, as it does in phase A,
according to Walia & Chang (1973).

Bl, wt.%

FIc. 9. Concentration of Bi yerszs that of As (wIVo). Line cor-
responds to linear regression equation.

Structural formulae calculated from the analytical
data on the basis of 35 atoms are given in Table 5.
Taking into account the evidence given above, As
and Bi were combined in the formulae. As shown in
Table 5, the composition of kirkiite from Vulcano
ranges between Pbro(Asi zBiz a)>6(S l8.7seo.:)>rs and
Pbto(Asr.zBiz.g)>6(S18.5Se0.s)>rs, in approximate
terms, and a general formula may be expressed as
fol lows: Pble(As6-,8i")1,6(51e-rSer)p1e, where
2.3 < x < 2.8, 0.3 < y ( 0.5. The average formula is
Pbe.e7(As335Biz.or)>s.s6(Sl8.655eo.+z)>rs.o7, which is close
to the ideal formula Pbls(As,Bi)6(S,Se)ie. The projec-

bs
E z 2
{

6.8

TABLE 5. CHEMICAL COMFOSITION OF KIRKtrTE (EI,ECTRON-MICROPROBE ANALYSES)
AND SYNITI{ETICPHAS A

Pb As Sb Bi Se S Tofsl Fomrlre (based on 35 rtom)
Vulmo

| 58.29 6.49
2 59.62 6.74
3 57.94 6.'t9
4 58.s3 7.M
5 ffi.32 7.t5
6 59. 7.22
7 @.24 7.24
8 s8.34 7.27
9 s9.54 7.31
t0 58.93 7.50
lt ffi.50 7.63
12 59.t7 7.98

mean 59.25 7.20
Krkii

13 59.40 6.20 0.50
t4 6t.26 7.Xt 4.81
15 61.78 t.49 3.71

PhrcA
16 64.67 9.09
L7 63.30 7.71

16.,16 t.0l t7.31 9.s6
15.46 t.ol l6.n 99.80
t6.u t.16 17.29 100.02
16.26 t.Or t7.O2 99.16
15.35 1.00 l7.lE 101.@
16.36 l.@ 16.t8 101.02
M.@ O.A7 n.2L 100.16
1s.79 0.94 16.95 99.29
15.90 0.91 17.29 100.95
15.16 0.85 16.95 99.39
14.90 1.00 17.36 101.39
1432 0.73 t7.34 99.54
15.62 0.96 t7.t5 100.18

15.20 - l'7.& 9t.70
7.02 - t8.26 98.91
6.43 - lt.5l 9a.92

r.4s - t7.79 l@.00
11.s8 - 17.4r 100.00

H:s.s(A$.6Biu zo)E.7dS1 s.ss€o.6) H e.35
Hrro,rq(A&.r7Bi zor) s.6(S1s.flSeo.a5) He 6
Hte.z4(A&r6Bi z8r) E-e(Sr*nSecr) zrp.rg
Hrs.sr (A$.rBi zzg) xo(Sra.eS€ oo) ns.r
Pllor | (A$3rBi rs) s55(S16sSe aa) se.6
H:r oo(AsssBi zze) x r r (Sr e.4 S€ o.s) n ars
Pbro.r:(As:.sBi zc) x.zs(Sre sS€ os) xgs
Pbgr(A&.qrBi 266)x.o($g@Se oa)rqo
H*.q(A&sBi zc)xot(Srs.cse o.o)ng.s
&.n(A$ I Bi zy) ao(Sra.oSeos) ne.q
Pbram(As3.rBi zqs) s56(S163eSe66) ye a
Hte.s(A&.6eBi !?) E6($gr:Se op) sg.c
Hbs(A$:sBiza ) xs(Sra.oSeo.d ns.q

Hrro.rs(As:eSbo.r;Bizy) x,qSrqzr
Hte.rs(As:3eshsBir.rs) x.sSr p.a
Pb.s(Asr.zoSbr.oBir d x oSrsa

& o.e(Aer.rsBit.r) xsSra.s
HloedAsr.sBlrd xsSrae

13 : average from 6 a:ralyses ; 0.2% Zn was excluded as analytical pollution due to
sphalerite microinclusions (Moelo et al. t9t5) ;

14-15 : antimonoan kirkiite; l4-Kl : average fiom 10 analyses (Moelo et al. 1990) ;
l5-K2 : average from 4 a.r:alyses (Motllo et al. 1990) ;

16-17 : terminal members ofcompositional field ofsynthetic pbare A calculated from the
formulae given by Walia & Chang (1990).
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PbE,Se) PbE,se)

tion of the mean composition in terms of Pb(S,Se) -
As2(S,Se)3 - @i,Sb)2(S,Se) lies near those of ktukiite
and antimonoan kirkiite from the type locality (Ftg.10).

DrscussroN

The data obtained show that the compositional field
of kirkiite resulted from As-for-Bi substitution, and it is
close to that ofphase A (Fig. l0).

In a discussion of conditions of formation ofkirkiite
and its paragenesis from the Aghios Philippos deposit,
Mo5lo et aI. (1985) noted that the geochemical associa-
tion Bi-As-Pb is common in some types of hypother-
mal sulfide depositso but there, As usually plays the role
of an anion owing to the high temperature and low
fugacity of sulfur. According to those authors, the
appearance of kirkiite and its assemblage at the Aghios
Philippos deposit is due to a low temperature and
high fugacity of sulfur during its crystallization. They
also noted that the sequence of mineral formation is

t1t3

ns"ESeL
Frc. 10. Projection in the pseudoternary system Pb(S,Se) - Asz(S,Se)g - (Bi,Sb)z(S,Se)s

showing chemical composition (in mol.7o) of kirkiite and associated sulfosalts. Legend:
1-2: kirKite, 1 from Vulcano, average composition from 12 analyses, 2 from Aghios
Philippos, average composition from six analyses (Modlo el aI. 1985),3: antimonoan
kirkiite ftom Aghios Philippos, average composition from 10 analyses, 4: antimonoan
kirkiite from Aghios Philippos, average composition from four analyses Q:'llodlo et aI'
1990), 5-6: terminal members of compositional field of synthetic phase A (Walia &

Chang 1990), 7: bismuthoan jordanite from Aghios Philippos (Modlo el al. L99O),

8: cannizyarile, average composition from eight analyses (Mozgova et al. 1985). Arrow:.
trend of kirkiite - cannizzarite crvstallization at Vulcano.

Bi,sdr(s,se),

classified in order of increasing Pb/(Bi + As), as is rather
cornmon in sulfide deposits.

The occurrence of kirkiite in Vulcano implies also
high fugacity of sulfur; the calculated "(Sz) at 600"C
ranges between 10-1 and 10ra atrn. (Garavelli & Vurro
1997). ln addition, the high halogen acid contents in
tumarolic fluids (Table 2) play an important role in the
transport and deposition of arsenic (Garavelli et al.
1997). On the other hand, the temperature of kirkiite
formation at Vulcano was rather high, about 470"C
according to direct measurements. This temperature is
in agreement with that known for phase A, which is sta-
bte at 400"C (Walia & Chane 1973).It is known also
that orpiment AszSs and realgar AsS are stable at low
temperahres in this system, whereas the stability field
of sulfosalts is usually located at higher temperatures
(Vaughan & Craig 1978). Growth 6f sanniz2arite on the
kirkiite crystals in fumarole incrustations is evidence of
a decrease in the Pb/(Bi + As) value during the crystal-
l2ation of this assemblage.
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